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SO LONG LOUGHNER: A LIFE 
SENTENCE FOR A FRAMED PATSY 

 

 
Sentencing day: New evidence, facts, and suppressed info-  Could Loughner be innocent? 
 

By Stephanie Sledge 06Nov2012 : Revised 05Nov2018 
http://www.thegovernmentrag.com/so‐long‐loughner‐a‐life‐sentence‐for‐a‐framed‐patsy.html 

 

"America is now part of the history of Communism. Interesting way to think of it, 
wouldn't you say?"- Dieter Heinlander; Gerta, "We would have been better off in 
East Germany" - Amerika, Mini Series, 1987 
  

Jared Lee Loughner will be sentenced after accepting a guilty plea bargain on November 
8th, 2012 for the alleged Tucson Safeway shooting rampage that took place on January 8th, 
2011. Six people were gunned down and 13 others allegedly injured. Among the dead was a 
federal judge and a 9-year old girl named, Christina-Taylor Green. 
 
From the beginning, it was reported Jared Lee Loughner was a crazy, deranged 
schizophrenic psychopath that lacked the help of the mental health industry, went on a killing 
spree, and then drank the federal penitentiary pharmaceutical ‘kool-aid’ mixture which 
brought him back to sanity. At least long enough ‘sanity’ for him to enter into a guilty plea. 
Now, in just a few days, Loughner will be sentenced to life in prison. 
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But, wait a minute, back it up! Could Jared Lee Loughner actually be an innocent man? It is 
apparent Loughner’s attorney, CIA Judy Clarke has no interest in investigating this case, nor 
exposing any inconsistencies. Has Clarke failed to adequately investigate or prepare for 
Jared Lee Loughner’s trial? Why would Jared take a plea when all the evidence points to a 
well-prepared and premeditated PSYOP, which used Loughner as a patsy scapegoat? It 
appears Loughner will be pleading guilty after months of sitting in a federal psychiatric ward 
begging the court system to stop forcibly medicating him. 
 
Even deeper behind the scenes of this shady shooting there was begging cries for more 
mental health agenda coming from the lobbyist and pharmaceutical drug dealers to the point 
where Loughner’s case set a precedent  to allow for forcible drugging of prisoners. 
 
The following are facts of this case that have been suppressed or ignored in the 
mainstream AP Press outlets and considered eyebrow-raising material… 
 
Not all the pictures of Jared Lee Loughner released from the AP Press, Pima County, and the 
U.S. Marshal’s office match. This indicates there is either photo tampering or they are 
different men. Some photos have brown, hazel, and greenish-blue eyes.  
  

 

 
   
Jared Lee Loughner was initially reported shot at the scene on the day of the shooting by 
FOX News. The original YouTube video was deleted off the Internet. 
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Christina-Taylor Green’s mother (Roxanna Green) trademarked Christina-Taylor Green 
products on 9/11/07. Roxanna Green now sells Christina-Taylor Green products for the 
Christina-Taylor Green Memorial Foundation. Most revolve around butterflies and 9/11 – We 
must ‘never forget... 
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Brings Funeral Home in Tucson could not get their story straight  and one employee claimed 
Green’s lifeless body was shipped back to Pennsylvania, while the administration claimed 
they provided no such services and had nothing to do with the funeral or cremation. In fact, 
they claimed they did not provide any services except for her obituary, which they say her 
family wrote. Brings Funeral Home sold to a Florida company following the shooting and 
shortly after being confronted about the funeral fabrications. 
 
The family paraded around a funeral on mainstream media where she was to be laid to rest 
at South Lawn's Cemetery, which turned out to be a lie. To this day, Find-a-Grave continues 
to publicly claim on their site that Christina-Taylor Green is buried there. When her father, 
John Green was confronted about the funeral, he claimed she was cremated and said, 
“someday, they will find her a resting place.” Green's testimony cannot be confirmed either 
considering Brings Funeral Home denies they provided any crematory services for the little 
girl. 
  

 
  
September 2008 –Jared Loughner reported to Foothills Police Department his identity had 
been stolen when a fake MySpace page was discovered. He claimed that he looked up on 
‘PeekYou’ and found a page that had his ‘old picture’ when he had longer hair. He reported to 
the police he thought his friend ‘Alex’ had done it. Loughner’s mother failed to tell the 
media her son’s MySpace was reported stolen and paraded around in the media showing an 
alleged picture of Loughner with his Glock 19. 
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Another interesting find is the Social Security Death Master file (SSDMF) does not have 
Christina-Taylor Green listed in the September 11, 2001 death index. In this database 
search, you can find deceased people listed by their birthdays. There are approximately 33 
deceased children listed that were born on 9/11/01. As of November, 2011, Christina's not 
listed on that birth date in the master Social Security Death Index. There are no children born 
on 9/11/01 that were listed deceased which were assigned a Social Security number from 
Maryland. 
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Susan Hileman brought Christina-Taylor to the event that morning. Susan Hileman is a 1973 
Human Ecology Cornell University graduate, same as her husband Bill Hileman, Graduate of 
72, and Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, graduate of 1997. Hileman, according to 
research, spent her life in social work and has kept close ties to Cornell University as chair 
and director of the Cornell University Alumni Admissions Ambassador Network, Cornell Club 
of Arizona, and remains a member of the Human Ecology Alumni Association Board. With the 
recent ongoing exposures into mind control, a lawsuit was filed under the Freedom of 
Information Act and brought against the CIA by John Marks of the Washington-based Center 
for National Security Studies, exposing the CIA ARTICHOKE and MK ULTRA mind-control 
programs and the university involvement link. 
 
“Allen Dulles, the 1977 CIA director, asked Harold Wolff, prominent Cornell 
neuropsychiatries, to set up the Society for the Investigation of Human Ecology at Cornell 
Medical College, in order to research techniques of brainwashing, interrogation, 
indoctrination, and social engineering” (1977, Behavior Caper, by Patricia Greenfield, 
December). 
 
Hileman was educated in and retained close ties with the premier social engineering 
university program at Cornell University and the CPS social work network. A blog writer was 
quoted saying, “it would be EXCEEDINGLY NAÏVE to think that someone of her stature, with 
close ties to the university and its alumni, has no idea that Cornell has worked closely with 
the CIA on social engineering for fifty years, roughly the same time period that she has been 
associated with Cornell. Nonetheless, there is also no evidence that Hileman had any pre-
knowledge about the events in Arizona but seems very odd she would be involved so 
centrally in this event. It’s odd she would be the one to bring Christina Green to the event.” 
 
Even more interesting is Susan Hileman’s name was acknowledged in a National Institute for 
Health (NIH) study published in 2009 titled, Quality of Early Care and Childhood Trauma: A 
Prospective Study of Developmental Pathways to Dissociation, by Lissa Dutra, Ph.D., Jean-
Francois Bureau Ph.D., Bjarne Holmes, Ph.D., Amy Lyubchik, Ph.D., and Karlen Lyons-Ruth 
Ph.D. The study addresses the need prospective longitudinal studies of dissociation 
of young adults and the different pathways that can lead to it. According to the study, 
“dissociation refers to a wide range of alterations in the normally integrative functions of 
identity, memory, or consciousness, including trance states, depersonalization, derealization, 
amnesia, and dissociative identity disorder.” These ‘alterations’ can be brought on abuse, 
trauma, parental responsiveness, and other factors. Interestingly, Susan Hileman was 
acknowledged at the end of the study citing, “This research was supported by the National 
Institute of Health (NIH)grants MH#035122 and MH#062030." 
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No ‘live’ footage of Jared Lee Loughner has been shown to the public. Only courtroom 
drawings and alleged photo-shopped mug shots have been shown to the public. 
 
Roxanna Green, the mother of the dead 9 year-old girl, is not a licensed nurse in AZ, 
according to verification through  Board of Nursing. There is no licensing listing for Roxanna 
Green or under maiden name Segalini. These were all alleged facts reported through the 
mainstream platforms. 
 
Following the shooting, mainstream media interviews with John and Roxanna Green sent 
shock waves through the spines of many Americans as they witnessed emotionless parents 
whom were supposed to be grieving for their daughter’s death. Roxanna Green, in particular 
was questionable. She appeared disconnected from the reality her daughter was just shot 
and killed by Jared Lee Loughner. The general feeling received while researching blogs, 
comments, forums, and other social networking sites, was the majority of the public was 
genuinely concerned about the lack of emotions of Roxanna Green. She appeared to laugh 
and smile for the camera on the day Obama blew through Tucson with ‘hope’ t-shirts and a 
message for the citizens at the grand memorial held at the McKale Memorial Center at the 
University of Arizona (2011,Photosnip, AP Press). 
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Four days after the shooting, three clinical support staff members and a contracted nurse 
were fired from Tucson’s University Medical Center for allegedly accessing confidential 
medical records in connection with the high profile shooting and violated patient privacy 
policies, according to the Arizona Daily Star. Maybe these individuals found out something 
they were not supposed to or possibly accessing information for the media. It is unclear and 
no names have been released on the staff members. The hospital would not say whether any 
of the shooting victim’s medical data had been breached. 
 
While Gabrielle Giffords was at University Medical Center (UMC), her speech pathologist was 
Kristi Lanier. A background check reveals there is no state license listed under the name of 
‘Kristi Lanier' according to a man by the name of ‘Watson’ which works at the AZ Department 
of Health. No address in Arizona could be found for this woman or any information. It is very 
startling that Giffords speech therapist, Kristi Lanier, is not licensed with the State of Arizona, 
Department of Health, and UMC let her practice. Maybe this is a reason why nurses at the 
medical center accessed information.  Could they have known or had suspicions some of 
Giffords so called staff were not licensed?  
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Jared saw a psychologist by the name of Dr. Thomas Brittain in 2007. He had a private 
practice in Tucson and was later sub-contracted by the Department of Defense (DOD). Dr. 
Brittain died earlier this year just two weeks prior to the death of Gabrielle Giffords’ author, 
Jeffrey Zaslow, columnist and former employee of Wall Street Journal and Sun Times. 
 
Police dispatch tapes claim the ‘gun’ was not found upon arrival at the scene and the “officers 
were looking for it in the grass that day.” These dispatch tapes do not coincide with the official 
story the ‘heroes’ claimed they ‘took away his gun’ when they tackled him and secured the 
scene. 
 
No security was provided at the political rally at the Safeway store that day, which suggests 
the police may have been given a stand-down order. 
 
The Atlantic featured an article with a video on the day of the shooting which shows two 
vehicles. The Nova appears to have old plates on it and does not match the description of a 
yellow Nova in a police report in 1994. I also found it interesting the plate color is not the 
current AZ plates. I searched the AZ DMV and found none of the 2010-11 plates matched the 
plates shown in the AP Press released vehicles. Most interesting, a search of previous 
license plates in Arizona turned up a maroon plate was issued from 1980-1997. This plate 
shown on Loughner’s car was plates from this period. Why then did the officer not notice his 
plates were approximately 14 years old when he was pulled over the morning of the 
shooting? In another police report filed in 1996, Amy Loughner reported her tags were stolen 
off her 72’ Chevy. 

 
 

Some of the victims in the Tucson shooting focused on key words and blamed the ‘hoodie’ 
and the Glock, rather than the lone gunman. Initial Pima County, Arizona 911 calls, following 
the Tucson shooting listed as many as two other shooters at the scene and were described 
as wearing military sweats, t-shirt, and another wearing a mask. No information has been 
offered up about the mask one witness reported, but Sheriff Dupnik insisted the ‘second’ 
shooting suspect was not involved. In reality, the second shooter did not even match any of 
the first 911 caller's description of the shooter(s). Questions always remain as to why the cab 
driver would not have the proper change to give to Loughner considering all cab drivers carry 
an abundance of change. Not everyone tells the driver to keep the change. 
 
In the Tucson shooting, the Loughner's mother allegedly borrowed a laptop while she was 
detained by law enforcement, went to the bathroom, and allegedly just happened to send an 
email to Freedom Fighter’s Journal Blog giving up her son and praying for his mental illness. 
Freedom Fighter’s Journal posted the alleged email from Amy Loughner and later in the day 
a comment showed up from a 'top secret’ DOD clearance holder, Dr. DJ Chandler. She 
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confirms the mental illness/pharma agenda. Mental illness is always the madness in these 
cases. 
  

 

 
Loughner’s alleged parents – Amy and Randy Loughner 

  
Dallas Green ( the 9-year old's grandfather) began his managerial career for the Philadelphia 
Phillies from 79-81. He then was general manager of the Chicago Cubs from 82-87. In 1989, 
he became manager of the NY Yankees, and then the NY Mets from 93-96. The Phillies were 
World Series Champions in 1980. Green was induced into the Hall of Fame in 2005. Ruly 
Carpenter was the owner of the Philadelphia Phillies when Dallas Green was the manager. 
Carpenter was listed as an honorary board member of the ‘Second Mile’ Foundation that 
Jerry Sandusky founded and used as a cover to molest and rape his victims.  Following the 
shooting, Dallas Green took to the media stage and instead of grieving for his grand-
daughter, he focused on why 9MM Glocks and their magazines must be banned from 
Americans. (See Are Professional Sports Sponsoring False Flags) 
 
All the autopsies of the victims, including Christina’s were identified by either the Pima 
County Sheriff’s Department or University Medical Center Personnel. Christina’s body is 
identified by University Medical Center Personnel. According to the autopsy reports, no family 
members of any of the victims identified the bodies. 
 
Following the shooting, 9/11 was worshiped and brought to Tucson to mark another 9/11 
territory forever. The shooting marked the beginning of an all year remembrance of the 10th 
anniversary of the Twin Tower attacks. A 9/11 Angel Memorial was erected at the James D. 
Kreigh Ball Park where Christina played softball to honor Christina Taylor Green. According 
to a Red Dirt Report article by Andrew Griffin titled, Angel sculpture a memorial to baseball 
loving girl, 
 
"Lei Hennessy-Owen is a sculptor who specializes in metal art. Her works have gained 
national notoriety because of her 9-foot, 11-inch metal angel sculptures that are at the 9/11 
crash sites –World Trade Center “ground zero,”  the Pentagon in northern Virginia and the 
Shanksville, Pa. Flight 93 crash site. In fact, the “ground zero” angel sculpture she made is 
on a national tour and currently in Philadelphia.”  According to the artist, “was able to get a 
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beam from the destroyed World Trade Center site, pieces from the wreckage at the 
Pentagon, and two large rocks from Somerset County, Pa., where Flight 93 crashed on 9/11.” 

 

 

 
 

9/11 Flag of Remembrance and worship was hung on the corner of Ina & Oracle Street, 
Tucson 

 

 
  
At no time did the mainstream question these discrepancies in the 911 calls. CNN 
interviewed one of the 911 callers who called the emergency right after the shooting. Emma 
McMahon was at the event with her mother (Mary Reed) who was allegedly shot three times. 
She told Anderson Cooper that she ran to the back of Walgreens and called 911 and then ran 
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back to help her mother. The actual 911 tape had Emma calling in but told the dispatcher she 
was hiding in the back of Walgreens and never once mentioned her mother was shot or hurt. 
She did not mention her mother at all! This seems suspect considering mostpeople would 
want to alert the medical staff if a loved one was injured. Six months after the shooting, the 
‘Christina Taylor Green Fund’ was awarded to Emma. The scholarship includes a political 
leadership program by women’s political empowerment organization, according to Running 
Star. Emma, why did you forget to mention your mom? 
 
According to an article from the Arizona Daily Star, written by Fernanda Echavarri, 
titled, Firefighter refused call to Tucson shooting spree scene, a 28-year veteran firefighter, 
Mark Ekstrum refused to go to the scene citing “political bantering” as his reasoning. He was 
demonized when he refused to go to the scene that day but what was the real reason and 
what did Mr. Ekstrum mean by “political bantering? Mr. Ekstrum refused to comment 
anymore about it after the initial interviews with local Tucson papers and could not be found 
for further questioning. 
 
Bill Ayer’s wife, Bernadine Dohrn has connections to the Pima County juvenile system. Jared 
Lee Loughner had a history with the juvenile office. Bernardine Dohrn is now a professor at 
Northwestern University and is on the Board of Directors of an organization called, W. 
Haywood Burns Institute which believes high criminal behavior among the juvenile youth is 
caused by discrimination. The W. Haywood Burns Institute also aims to get the United 
Nations (U.N.) to take an active role in American juvenile justice, while charging fees to work 
with local governments. The non-profit group, based in San Francisco, has described itself as 
an organization that leads in the field of juvenile justice and ethnic and racial disparities 
reduction. Dohrn is also on the board of directors of the Northwestern University Child & 
Family Justice Center (2012, Northwestern Law Education). Recently, National Review 
published an article titled, The Dohrn Connection -Eric Holder’s DOJ funds a Dohrn-
connected organization stated, "In 2010 and 2011, the Justice Department saw fit to 
give $400,000 in grants to an organization which lists Dohrn as a member of its board of 
directors: a $150,000 grant in September of 2010 and a $250,000 grant a year later.” Eric 
Holder is currently in trouble with the ‘illegal’ gunrunning scandal called, Fast & Furious, 
where the ATF illegally dealt guns to Mexico for the purpose of creating and promoting 
instability. They have justified their criminal behavior and Border Patrol Agent, Brian Terry, 
was killed with a gun connected to the gun running scandal. As the scandal is currently 
unfolding, the ‘gun-running’  goes deeper into corruption than one could imagine, including –
disarming Americans. Pima County Juvenile Court Center – Model Dependency Court 
participates in the Juvenile Detention Alternative programs, which ties to W. Haywood Burns 
Institute, which Bernadine Dohrn is on the board of directors. 
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Pia Carusone, Giffords Chief of Staff instantly was promoted to DHS following the shooting. 
Pia Carusone was Arizona Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords’ former chief of staff at the 
time of the shooting. She managed three offices which spanned across the Arizona-Mexican 
border and had over 600,000 constituents. Approximately six months following the shooting 
she was named as assistant secretary for public affairs and principal advisor to Janet 
Napolitano, at the Department of Homeland Security (Photo: 2012, DHS.gov). 

 

 
 

The ATF denies that Jared Loughner’s gun was part of ‘Fast & Furious’ scandal but admitted 
they were worried about it. 
 
**update: The Hill deleted their article about the ATF being ‘worried’ about Jared Lee 
Loughner’s Gun being involved in ‘Fast & Furious’ scandal. For some reason after this article 
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was published, they decided to delete the original but other verifications can be found here or 
just perform a ‘startpage’ search. http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2735547/posts 
 
Janet Napolitano was the first to release news that Federal Judge John Roll was killed in the 
alleged shooting in Tucson.  She also raced to Tucson with the Obama administration to 
ensure that 9/11 must never be forgotten. 
 
According to ABC’s reenactment following the shooting, Judge John Roll ran right past the 
gunman from behind to save Gabrielle Giffords' District Director, Ron Barber, and alleged 
friend of Roll. Initial reports of how the shooting played out do not match the evidence 
surfacing and the 911 calls that came into the Pima County dispatch the day of the shooting. 
ABC claimed that the surveillance tapes showed Roll came from behind Jared Lee Loughner 
and shoved him out of the way to save his friend Ron Barber. 
 
Okay, so they did not officially say he shoved him out of the way, but the reenactment they 
put out for the public to believe ended up backfiring because the reenactment just does not 
match the evidence that has surfaced in this case. After showing the reenactment over and 
over on ABC News, the anchor said, "these surveillance tapes are described as painful to 
watch but don’t expect to see them anytime soon because they are now in the custody of the 
FBI.” Many news networks reported over 200 surveillance tapes, cell phone videos, and 
pictures were in the hands of the FBI. None of the tapes have ever been released to the 
public. How come the courthouse is not crawling with reporters trying to capture a real live 
shot of this alleged deranged gunman? 
 
So mainstream was allowed to view the tapes before the FBI took them? He also said, “the 
surveillance tapes were "crystal clear” and "captured the rampage in chilling detail.” None of 
the footage of the crime scene has ever been released, as of 2012, showing what really 
happened on that day. Ron Barber initially claimed he did not remember Judge Roll saved 
him or even remembers Roll lying on top of him after being shot. It was only after Barber was 
told by Chief Investigator, Richard Kastigar, at the Pima County Sheriff's Office that the 'video 
surveillance tape' at the scene allegedly showed Roll used his body as a shield to save and 
protect him. Barber then said, "I do not doubt that it is possible" (2011, AP Press Release). 

 

 
  
The mainstream media spliced and aired the 911 calls to make it appear there was only one 
shooter at the scene and avoided airing the entire 911calls which would have revealed 
descriptions of the shooter(s) that did not match Jared Lee Loughner as well as reports that 
at least two-three people got away. 
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Arizona US Attorney, Dennis Burke, helped mastermind and push through the 1994-assault 
weapons effort, and is a regular donor to the Obama administration as well as other 
democratic parties. He was primed for consideration with a staff position in the Obama 
administration. He initially was in charge of prosecuting Jared Loughner’s case following the 
shooting until his resignation over the Fast & Furious gunrunning scandal. Burke also served 
as Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano in Washington when she was Governor of 
Arizona. In 2010, when he became US Attorney for Arizona, he told the Arizona Capitol 
Times there had, “clearly been direction provided already by President Obama and Attorney 
General Holder as to what they want to be doing.” 

 

 
Burke resigned abruptly in the latter part of 2011 when his connection to the Fast& Furious 
gun running scandal began to unfold. Congressional investigators and the Internal Justice 
Department began to inquire about the Arizona federal gun-trafficking investigation which led 
to thousands of guns to flow in the hands of criminals and across the border to Mexico.  He 
was ridiculed and assumptions were made throughout the media that Burke was trying to 
“walk in the shoes” of Janet Napolitano and was seeking a federal prosecutor’s job to 
perhaps one day become Governor of Arizona. 
 
In an article by Investment News titled, BloodMoney: Obama Contributor ran Fast and 
Furious, 
 
“Scandal: A campaign contributor who was an architect of the 1994 assault weapons ban 
was the mastermind behind the Fast and Furious operation that let guns walk into Mexico, 
including those that killed two U.S. agents. Shortly after the murder of Border Patrol Agent 
Brian Terry on Dec. 15, 2010, Attorney General Eric Holder's deputy chief of staff, Monty 
Wilkinson, received an email from U.S. Attorney for Arizona Dennis Burke telling him just 
that: "The guns found in the desert near the murder(ed) BP officer connect back to the 
investigation we were going to talk about — they were AK-47s purchased at a Phoenix gun 
store." It is an email that helps demonstrate that Holder, despite his congressional testimony 
— as vague, contradictory and misleading as it was — could not have been ignorant about 
Fast and Furious and its deadly consequences. It also brings to light the name of Dennis 
Burke, a seldom-mentioned Obama campaign donor who oversaw Fast and Furious and 
helped convert it from a gun-interdiction to a gun-walking program. 
 
Burke, who resigned shortly after the scandal became public, has long been a gun-ban 
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architect for the Democratic Party. As a lawyer for the Democrats on the Senate Judiciary 
Committee, he was behind the ineffectual 1994 "assaultweapon" ban that sunset in 2004. 
Burke was also the chief of staff for Arizona Gov. Janet Napolitano for a number of years 
before she became the secretary of homeland security.”   
 
It should be made clear at this point, while the ‘Fast &Furious’ scandal was unfolding, very 
few articles in the AP press mentioned the connection to Dennis Burke and Jared Lee 
Loughner. It seems suspect considering he made all the ‘statements’ regarding Loughner’s 
case. Remember earlier on, the Hill published an article titled, Agents worried ATF program 
connected to Loughner’s gun, claiming, "Federal agents were worried that the gun used to 
shoot Rep. Gabrielle Giffords (D-AZ.) in the head and kill the Brady Bill Judge could have 
been part of the controversial “Fast and Furious” gun-tracking operation.” 
 
One of many Janet Napolitano connections worth mentioning about Judge John Roll dates 
back to the 1990's. Judge Roll had been involved in a case with Napolitano filed against 
chiropractors at New Life Health Center. Both Roll and Napolitano had a criminal complaint 
filed against them by Paul A. Mitchell, Attorney. Roll and Napolitano were accused of 
obstruction of justice, jury tampering, bribery, and conspiracy in Arizona (28 U.S.C. 372(c) 
Complaint against John M. Roll). 
 
In addition, according to a criminal complaint filed with the FBI on September 13th, 1996, by 
Paul Andrew Mitchell, B.A., M.S., citizen of Arizona, and state and federal witness, he was 
retained by New Life Health Center to answer a Subpoena on March 03, 1996. Mitchell 
claimed in his official criminal complaint filed with the FBI that a PRIVILEGED 
COMMUNICATION was illegally intercepted by Judge John Roll, who handed it off to Robert 
Miskell, Assistant U.S. Attorney in Tucson.  
 
The PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION was supposed to be received by the Federal Grand 
Jury Foreperson. Others were implicated including Janet Napolitano, Robert L. Miskell, and 
Evangelina Cardenas.” Senator Jon Kyl, John McCain, Judge Alex Kozinski, Thomas 
Basham (FBI), and Proctor Hug, were also listed on the FOURTH VERIFIED CRIMINAL 
COMPLAINT filed in the Judicial District of Arizona. Robert Miskell is the assistant US 
Attorney of Tucson and Evangelina Cardenas is a special agent with ICE Homeland Security 
Investigations (HSI). Janet Napolitano, Senator Jon Kyl (AZ) and Senator John McCain (AZ) 
were among the very few that visited Gabrielle Giffords in the hospital as well as attended the 
memorial for Christina-Taylor Green that Obama had orchestrated following the shooting. 
The FBI refused to investigate. 
 
Following the shooting death of Judge John Roll, an interesting post surfaced in a Yahoo 
group titled, More Re: Breaking: U.S. District Judge John M. Roll KILLED in attack on 
Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords at Safeway Grocery Store in Tucson, Paul A. Mitchell, the 
attorney that brought forth the jury tampering charges mentioned above, also wrote the 
following: 
 
“From: Paul Andrew Mitchell supremelawfirm@... 
 

Date: Sat, Jan 8, 2011 at1:12 PM 
Subject: U.S. District Judge John M. Roll KILLED in attack on Congresswoman 
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Gabrielle Giffords at Safeway Grocery Store in Tucson 
http://www.msnnc.msn.com/id/40978517/ns/politics/?gt1=43001 
  
Some history: 
Roll was formally charged with over 100 Federal FELONIES, along with Janet 
Napolitano, Robert Miskell, Richard Weare, Evangelina Cardenas, and Proctor 
Hug, in connection with a Federal Grand Jury SUBPOENA served on an Arizona 
trust, which Judge John Roll authorized Private Attorney General Paul Andrew 
Mitchell to defend: 
  
http://www.supremelaw.org/cc/roll/ 
http://www.supremelaw.org/cc/roll/nadappea.htm#complaint 
http://www.supremelaw/org/cc/roll/complain.htm 
http://www.supremelaw.org/cc/nlhc 
  
Further investigation by Mitchell’s office uncovered a child kidnap racket most 
likely executed by the Mafia and rogue agents within the FBI. Kidnapped children 
were evidently taken into custody of Arizona’s Child Protective Services, then 
flown out of the country via Tucson International Airport—a Mafia controlled 
stronghold leased from the City of Tucson for $1 USD per year: 
http://www.supremelaw.org/press/rels/kidnaps.htm 
  
We now offer our sincere prayers for the soul(s) of the departed, many of whom 
were young adults who were killed for their live organs. 
It took the FBI 12 years to move against this black market in live organs, after 
arresting numerous suspects in New Jersey last year. 
  
p.s. Any information that could help apprehend the attackers should be 
forwarded without delay to the Office of the U.S. Marshals, Attention: Judicial 
Security Department, in downtown Seattle, Washington State. Mitchell remains a 
qualified Federal Witness currently under the protection of the Federal 
Marshals’  office in Seattle.” 
-- 
“Sincerely yours, 
/s/ Paul Mitchell, B.A.,M.S. 
Private Attorney General,18 U.S.C. 1964”  

  
I will include this piece of information for the readers to ponder which does raise questions 
about the illustration below. According to a credible source in Tucson who would like to 
remain anonymous for fear of his life, a ‘tipster’ if you will,  told him directly that a CIA 
operative, named Armando, happened to be in Tucson for a short 24-hour duration on 
January 7 and 8, 2011. The photograph was brought to my attention alleging that a known 
DEA youngster, then 18 years old, looked practically too close for comfort to that Pima 
County Sheriff Deputy shown in the publicly released crime scene photo with the alleged 
dead people. It has been questioned whether the young man pictured in an eighteen year old 
photograph of the famous kill squad of the Columbian drug king pin, Pablo Escobar is related 
to this case. There is a book titled, Killing Pablo, by Mark Bowden that features this 
photograph on the front soft cover version, on page 152 of the hard cover edition and can be 
found on the Internet under a simple image or amazon.com search. Armando is the one 
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holding Escobar's shirt up so that the face can be seen. This CIA agent is known to be in 
areas where something full scale (like what happened in January) happens and it was 
unusual for him to be there unless an alleged false flag operation involving an assassination 
is taking place. A positive identification of Armando cannot be matched to anyone in available 
crime scene photos as of yet, however, there is one person on the alleged ‘kill squad’ 
which does look very similar to the Pima County Deputy shown in the released crime scene 
photo that showed dead people on the ground shown earlier in this report. 

 

 

 
(Photo comparison provided by Anonymous Tucson source. Bottom photo from ‘Killing Pablo’ 
by Mark Bowden, Top Photo provided by AP Press, Tucson shooting released crime scene 
photo, 2011). 
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The possible reason we cannot yet make the ‘Armando’ connection is, if this is true, then the 
alleged assassin would have fled the scene prior to the post event images that have been 
released. Images that were taken before and during the event as well as all of the high quality 
surveillance tapes and witness photos, of course, are in FBI hands. The near identical 
photographic match of at least one of the alleged DEA team members from the Pablo 
Escobar photograph is pictured in one of the photographs still available on the Internet.  The 
youth in the Escobar photo could be 18 years younger than the person shown in the crime 
scene photograph in which two alleged Pima County Sheriff Deputies where photographed. 
One is taking a digital snapshot o fa dead victim and the other is looking out into the Safeway 
parking lot. The man looking out allegedly exhibits the same dark featured Hispanic 
signatures, distinct eyebrows, and shape of face as well as the ears, is nearly a perfect match 
although is aged by almost 20 years. This may also suggest that two of the operatives 
worked this alleged job and that there may have been others. Could Armando have been 
called into do the dirty work on the Judge? There is no hard evidence brought forth and is 
based on a ‘tip’ from a Tucson resident. The claim cannot be substantiated or verified. 
Although we know that these Pablo Escobar photos released to the public many years ago 
clearly shows evidence of being photo-shopped or doctoring by the same ‘blood stains' found 
multiple times on the rocks, which may suggest  this “Escobar” event was also staged, it still 
should not discount the people in the photo and should be questioned. It should also be 
noted that it is odd that they would even release pictures of the ‘kill teams” anyway just 
because it would blow their cover for future operations. How could they be used again if 
everyone in the world, including the enemy, knows their faces? It is quite simple - put the 
wrong faces up and the people will never know the difference. Welcome to PSYOPS people! 
 
UPDATE: Anonymous researcher/Tucson: “I had a biometrics comparison done on the two 
faces that neither denied nor accepted the match only for the reason that the pictures were of 
poor quality, small, and not having the same expression.  The good news is that the software 
used to do this should have denied it if the person was not the same. " 
 
A report was published by Wayne Madsen titled, Giffords, Roll Hit a planned Twin 
Assassination, claiming he had learned from contacts within the intelligence community that 
Jared Lee Loughner was a product of MK Ultra and was a programmed assassin. He also 
claims in his report that Judge John Roll, Gabrielle Giffords, and Republican Representative 
Mike Conaway from W. Texas were the prime targets for this mind-controlled operation. The 
report makes claim that due to their prior knowledge of malicious and purposeful arming of 
Mexican drug gangs along the US-Mexico border by US intelligence agency assets in an 
effort to destabilize the Mexican government, this towards making Mexico more dependent 
on US Military and protection from its private security contractors.” 
 
There is a question still unanswered and that is the fact that the Judge was there at the event 
in the first place, considering that a judge is not allowed at political events. According to the 
“FEDERAL COMPLAINT’ filed against Jared Lee Loughner by the Office of the United States 
Attorney, Dennis K. Burke, District of Arizona, “Count 3, on or about January 8, 2011, at or 
near Tucson, in the District of Arizona, the defendant, JARED LEE LOUGHNER, did 
unlawfully kill John M. Roll, a United States District Court Judge for the District of Arizona, an 
employee of the United States who was engaged in performance of official duties; in 
violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1114 and 1111.” Was Roll ‘engaged in 
performance of official duties’ that day? Could this have been a FEMA drill gone live? Was 
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the judge lured to the scene that day through required preparedness training, and then 
assassinated? The judge should not have listed on a Saturday as being ‘engaged in official 
duties’ on the day of the shooting if he was just coming from Mass or even going to purchase 
some floor cleaner. 
 
Just prior to Judge John Roll’s death, he had written a letter to the U.S. Court of Appeals 
judge, Alex Kozinski, asking permission to delay felony trials because of heavy caseloads 
Arizona federal judges are handling. Judge Alex Kozinski was one who attorney Paul A. 
Mitchell filed a ‘Ten-Day Courtesy Notice’ on demanding to appear before a competent and 
qualified federal grand jury over the New Life Health Center case mentioned in the previous 
section. It resulted in Judge Roll, Napolitano, and others to be accused of jury tapering and 
other allegations. 
 
NPR initially reported Gabrielle Giffords was shot dead but miraculously, she lived and a 
highly experimental brain-trauma procedure called ‘suspended animation’ was performed on 
Giffords based on the research by Dr. Peter Rhee. Four days after the shooting, the Salon 
released an article titled, Doctor: Giffords breathing on her own after attack, claiming, 
“Doctors now think that Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords may have been shot in the front 
of the head, not the back. After she was wounded last weekend, doctors said the bullet 
traveled the length of the left side of the Congresswoman's brain, entering the back of the 
skull and exiting the front. At a briefing Tuesday, Dr. Peter Rhee said it now looks like she 
was probably shot in the front, with the bullet going out the back, although they can't say for 
certain. He said that's based on consultations with two specialists who came to Tucson, Ariz.” 
 
Some people that have commented on this case ask, “how could this be? They have the best 
surgeon medical staff with deep ties to the military at UMC working on her! For goodness 
sakes, they performed ‘suspended animation’ on her and they can’t figure out which way the 
bullet went in?” 
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The fact it was just a miracle anyway Gabby allegedly survived a 9mm bullet (point-blank) to 
the brain from a very powerful, high velocity pistol is just incredible. Some researchers say if 
this shooting was really a planned staged simulated drill, then it is really not a miracle 
considering the technology they have designed into bullets today. I must remind the reader 
there were other reports and 911 calls that reported more than one shooter at the scene that 
day. If this information is true, it can be assumed one gun was used to kill the judge, as well 
as other targets, and the other(s) could have been used to fire a lesser lethal round for 
training or simulations. Retired Canadian detective and editor of Conspiracy Café blog, 
George Freund, pointed out in his article titled, “Giffords Author Killed in Crash, that the 
military has designed a particular 9mm bullet that can minimize damage. He states, 
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“The United States Military uses red and blue marking rounds in the 9mm caliber 
known as Special Effects Small Arms Marking Systems (SESAMS). Commonly 
used for training simulations, these rounds are comparable in function to the 
paintballs used in paintball markers, except they are fired with a propellant, and 
can be shot in BerettaM9 service pistols with only a barrel modification. The 9mm 
SESAMS rounds are fired from specially modified pistols as well as M16 and M4 
rifles, which are incapable of chambering standard live ammunition. SESAMS 
weapons or components are normally painted blue or otherwise clearly marked, 
in order to denote their inert status and avoid a potentially catastrophic mixup 
with live-fire weapons.[28] This allows the armed forces to train with nearly 
identical equipment as used in real life situations.[29] The brand name for this 
ammunition, which is sold commercially and to law enforcement, is Simunition.”  

 

 
  
Gabrielle Giffords, according to Jared Lee Loughner’s YouTube, was a subscriber to his 
channel prior to the shooting.  This seems strangely odd because the only other subscriber is 
former Democratic Representative, Ike Skelton, from Missouri’s 4th District. It also seems 
odd that almost a year after the shooting, Giffords and/or her staff have not since subscribed 
to any other YouTube channels and Former Representative Ike Skelton is still listed as the 
sole subscriber as of the winter of 2011. What is even more interesting is when Giffords was 
given the ‘honors’ of having the recent Navy ship USS Gabrielle Giffords named after her, it 
was former Representative Ike Skelton present at the eerie and creepy ceremony. It has also 
been noted the ‘stairs’ which lead to the platform where they presented Giffords with the ship 
was ‘cracked’ in half. Even more shocking was when they presented the ship to her upside-
down! Has Gabby been turned upside-down and cracked in half? Or, is this a sign America is 
an upside down ship - cracked in half? 
 
Yes, the Navy presented Gabby with an 'upside-down" ship and Roxanna Green is given the 
honor of sponsoring it! Friday, February 10th, 2011, Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus 
announced the 10th Independence variant Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) would be named the 
USS Gabrielle Giffords. The ship is a new type which will be designed to give the Navy 
fighting power off the shallow coastal areas. It is speculated these new power ships will be 
good for martial law. 
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Gabrielle Giffords recently resigned from Congress to allegedly recover from her life-
threatening injuries after taking a bullet at point-blank range in the head. Giffords and her 
husband, Mark Kelly recently released her memoir, Gabby: A Story of Courage and Hope, 
with recently deceased, Jeffrey Zaslow, a best-selling author and Wall Street Journal 
columnist. Zaslow died suddenly in a car accident following the release of this book and 
appearing on mainstream for interviews. Following the announcement of Zaslow’s death, 
some investigators chattered questions of what Zaslow might have know about Gabby or 
Mark? Hardly anyone in the alternative media reported on his death. Zaslow died the same 
day that the Navy ship was presented to Giffords and Green. 
 
Roxanna Green, is the sponsor of the ship, Remember, she is the mother of the little 9/11 
girl, Christina-Taylor Green that was also allegedly murdered at the hands of Jared Lee 
Loughner. She was the little girl that the town raised the 9/11 flag on the corner of Ina and 
Oracle Street in her honor, installed a memorial at the James D. Kreigh Ball Park in her 9/11 
honor, as well as renaming the Cañada del Oro linear river park after her. Obama even blew 
through Tucson and held a massive memorial in the name of the 9/11 girl. My question is why 
Gabby and Roxanna? Why not name the ship after Federal Judge John Roll or the 9/11 girl – 
Christina-Taylor Green? Why the special powers? It must have been a delightful sacrifice to 
come out the other side with the powers of a bishop. 
 
Although the Nation is sympathetic that Gabby was allegedly shot in the head and Roxanna 
allegedly lost her daughter, it makes no sense that the Navy would name the ship after her. In 
fact, it seems like a total disappointment for those that have been paying attention to this 
story. Christina-Taylor should have been the ship’s name if they were going to name it after a 
victim of the shooting. After all, wasn't she promoted by her own mother to be America’s 
future? Why Roxanna as the sponsor? The sponsor guides the ship. 
 
A sponsor of a Navy ship means, “her spirit and presence guide the ship throughout it’s 
service and life,” according to Wikipedia’s ship commission pages. Other journalists have 
commented, “how on earth is Christina-Taylor Green’s mother the ships sponsor?” The 
handy 1933 Oxford University Dictionary, page 1979, defines the Sponsor as, “to be surety 
for” and to “support strongly.” It also defines sponsorship as “the state of being a s.; the office 
of a s.” Hummmm, just where is the Christina-Taylor Green Memorial funds and foundation 
money really going? This presentation of the ship to Giffords was 13 months following the 
shooting. Remember, Roxanna spoke to the nation following the shooting and spoke of how 
Christina-Taylor was so political at such a young age and wanted to be a leader for the 
nation. Why wouldn't the Navy honor her? After all, she was the 9/11 girl… That is not all the 
questions that should be asked. This move from the Navy is very alarming, as such, for the 
whole nation. Just exactly who is our Navy looking up and worshiping to? 
 
According to the release by the Department of Defense on WKRG, “USS Gabrielle Giffords 
will be 419 feet in length, have a waterline beam of 103 feet, displace approximately 3,000 
tons, and make speed in excess of 40 knots. The construction will be led by Austal 
Shipbuilding in Mobile, Ala. This is the 17th ship to be named for a woman, and the 13th ship 
to be named for a living person since 1850. This is the first ship to bear Giffords' name.” 
 
Some researchers have also commented, “maybe the ship being presented was just a fluke 
or maybe it could be a signal or message that the world is getting ready to be turned ‘upside-
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down’ and then flipped." The question still remains as to whether or not Loughner was added 
to Giffords YouTube account before or after the shooting. According to a commentary from 
Atlas Shrugs, “it is creepy and weird.” WND claims in an article that there is a “cached 
version of Giffords website, dating Dec 26, and shows there was no link to the suspect's 
channel on that date, giving rise to speculation that the site was changed after that point, or 
possibly even hacked.” Same as Loughner - a hacked profile. 
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WKRG-TV - Photosnip (cracked stairs and Kelly holding hands with Roxanna Green 

  
Jared Lee Loughner performed ‘magic’ at the scene and fired more bullets than his Glock 19 
and extended magazine could hold based on witness testimony, 911 calls, autopsy records, 
victim testimony, and law enforcement testimony. 
 
Gabrielle is married to Mark E. Kelly, former astronaut and the Space Shuttle Endeavor 
Commander. They were married on November 10, 2007. Her brother-in-law is Scott Kelly, 
Mark Kelly’s twin that is also an astronaut and commander of the International Space Station. 
In May 2011, Mark commanded his final space shuttle mission, STS-134, which was 
originally scheduled for April but was delayed due to technical problems and finally launched 
in May 2011 at the Kennedy Space Center. Giffords was given the clearance from doctors 
just over four months after her near fatal shot to the head to watch her hubby, Mark Kelly lift 
off on his final mission. Mark Kelly wore Giffords wedding ring into space. The mainstream 
media tirelessly aired a dramatic storyline day-by-day until the final launch. Alternative media 
began to question why NASA’s name has appeared so many times in this case. Remember 
reader, Christina Green’s school had remnants of Mark Kelly and NASA even before this 
tragedy. Giffords husband just happens to be an astronaut of NASA and then mainstream 
and AP Press outlets geared up for months acting like a soap opera drama and pumped the 
nation over the launch as well as Gabrielle Giffords recovery. What about the other dead 
victims and injured? (Photosnip, Nasa; AP Press, 2011). 
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Recently, Scott Kelly was in a little hot water when he was exposed in Houston in October 
2011 for using NASA training jets to visit girlfriends. According to Clickto Houston News, 
federal agents and NASA’s Office of Inspector General has launched an investigation into the 
famous astronauts use of government jets to visit women all over the country. Kelly admitted 
in depositions that he did in-fact make several flights aboard NASA’s T-38 training jets to visit 
numerous women. 
 
What is even more strange is when an article appeared in Chron.com’s news section titled, 3 
men arrested after woman tries to thwart alleged heist at Wal-mart, and showed a woman by 
the name of Monique Lawless that allegedly tried to stop three thieves from escaping Wal-
Mart. According to the article, 
 

“Lawless spotted the men getting into an older-model sports car "so I just started 
running towards the car, jumped on the hood and was kicking at the front 
windshield, trying to kick the windshield in," she said. "I am screaming, 'You 
punks, you are not going to get away with this,' and people are looking at me, 
thinking what's wrong with her?" Lawless said. "People were just standing 
around, probably thinking I am crazy." Her crime-fighting effort didn't stop there. 
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Then I jumped on the roof and tried to kick in the sunroof, and in the meantime 
they're just laughing," said Lawless, a mother of two. "I was really upset then. I 
was mad."  

 
Okay, so the bizarre part is all three of the men involved in the alleged Wal-Mart theft were all 
named Sylvester! Sylvester Andre Thompson, 21: Sylvester Durlentren Thompson, 21; 
and Sylvester Primitivo Thompson 19, and they all lived at 4925 Harbin, Santa Fe. Even 
more stranger is when I researched Lawless’ Facebook page, a bizarre picture came up of 
this woman with either Mark or Scott Kelly! At this point, this story resembled a scene out of 
the X-files! Although the Facebook page does not tell whether it is Mark Kelly or Scott Kelly, 
the whole thing just makes your head spin at a high capacity rate. Google it yourself. Could 
Monica Lawless be one of Scott Kelly’s girlfriends he was visiting while stealing the NASA 
jets and ripping off the American taxpayers? (2011, Photo retrieved from Monica Fontenot- 
Lawless Facebook page;  Astronaut Greg Johnson, Monica Lawless, Mark or Scott Kelly). 
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Jared Lee Loughner was sent to Springfield, Mo federal prison to be medicated back to 
sanity. Following the transfer to Springfield, the CIA advertised for an ‘Operational 
Psychologist’ who would be responsible for providing “behavioral science consultancy” for the 
intelligence community. 
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PhotoSnip) – CIA _jobamatic.com #613733 

  
  
The above information as well as other articles are enough for the Nation to officially question 
the official story that was told about the January 08, 2011 shooting that allegedly killed ‘6’ and 
injured an additional '13’ people. This is a just a few facts of hundreds that have been 
discovered investigating this case. Why won’t the media show us a live shot of Jared Lee 
Loughner? Why haven’t the newspapers been crawling over the walls to get one legitimate 
picture or video of Loughner? 
 
** this article has been updated since original posting. 
 

===============================  
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